Hafa Adai Everyday
Sharing the Hafa Adai Spirit with Our Visitors and Each Other

AUGUST HAFADAI APLEDGE SIGNING CEREMONY AT GRAN LEGISLATURE

CL. D. 38 Speaker Judith A. Won Pat and Guam Visitors Bureau Marketing Manager Lim, Brian McKechnie, Tommy Winterton, Michael F.A. San Nicolas & Chairman for the Committee on Tourism, Susan The main speaker for the event was Guam Governor Eddie Calvo who signed a Guam Apledge card during a Hafa Apledge signing ceremony held Monday, August 18th at the Guam Legislature.

AUGUST HAFADAI APLEDGE SIGNING CEREMONY AT IHM MEDICAL GROUP

IHM Clinic Administration and CEO Mary Cristensen is joined by GVR Deputy General Manager Nathan Dautel as he presents the Guam Hafa Apledge on behalf of providers Dr. Larry Lomaza, Dr. Randall Leon Guerrero, Dr. Ricardo Terlaje, Dr. Felix Camacho, Karen Velasquez, Dr. Pascual, Ruta Quindao, Dr. Eda Goico, Dr. Joel Cruz, Dr. Charles, Dr. Frank, and Dr. Stephen Austin and staff during the event’s Grand Opening/Open House held August 18th at the Guam Long Road Commodities.

CHASI CHAMORRO

I don’t understand
Ti hoo komprende

CHASI CHAMORRO WORD PUZZLE

K U L O T S A L A P P R E M

A S A S S I N O R

W A S S E R B U R N

G L E N D O C C E R

T T A M A S T E R S C R E N

A R I F O S V I D E O

R E L I A B L E M A N

T A S S E L T E A T E O L O G O

C A R P E R S C L E R O M E N

S E A L E D C A R D I A C

F E D E R A L T E L E C O M

J O G O E Z M O N A C O

Find the Chamorro words:

Red - ag apa
Yellow - amaguru
White - apa
Blue - avvi
Black - atlelung
Green - biota
Gray - kulot apu
Brown - kulot chauat
Pink - kulot di rose
Orange - kulot kahe
Tan - kulot kueru
Silver - kulot salappo
Purple - hls

LIVING THE HAFADAI APLEDGE

Encourage respect for the land and the ocean and encourage everyone to "I Teter.

GUAMEDIA YONA

Yona derives its name from the Chamorro word Yo’na, meaning to possess something natural or spiritual. One of the villages long time landmarks, Santiago Leon Guam, Cruz, said many visitors admired the area for its beautiful coastal gardens and stations would frequently ask who owned the gardens and to what ownership the area, which was then called As Mila, referred. “You mean they owned it?” Now the area and village is known as Yona.

For more, click to know Guamedia: http://guamedia.com/yesta

DO YOU KNOW

Motifs rooted in pottery, tattoo and legends

Guam’s unique aesthetics reflect its rich cultural heritage. Certain motifs, such as the traditional art forms of pottery, tattooing, and weaving, are rooted in ancient Chamorro culture and have been passed down through generations. These motifs not only reflect cultural values and beliefs but also serve as a form of artistic expression and storytelling. Some motifs are inspired by natural elements, while others are symbolic, carrying deep cultural significance. Understanding these motifs can help visitors appreciate Guam’s cultural richness and its connection to history.

Guamedia.com is the official tourism website of Guam Visitors Bureau, the organization that advocates for and supports tourism development in Guam. The website is designed to provide information about the island’s attractions, events, and activities, helping travelers plan and enjoy their visit to Guam. It is a valuable resource for both tourists and residents, offering a platform to share knowledge and promote Guam’s unique cultural heritage.

Contact us:
Guam Visitors Bureau
Email: info@gvb.gov.gu
Website: http://gvb.gov.gu

Like Guam Visitors Bureau on Facebook.

For more information, call 684-633-6200 or email info@gvb.gov.gu